
 

                                                                              

Overview 

KobanCoins is a Binance Smart-chain based gaming platform, where players can earn KobanCoins 

($KBNC) by either playing and winning in the games or contributing to the staking of the gaming pool 

funds. 

We consider all types of games and gaming as possible to be launched on our gaming platform that 

meet the criteria of fun to play and the possibility of winning $KBNC or staking $KBNC for the game. 

Games 

We consider all game types in scope for the KobanCoins platform.   This includes games based on 

luck, skill, prediction, lotteries, long platform, short platform, head2head and beyond. 

We will release news of games we launch on the platform through marketing, not in this 

whitepaper. When information is released of each game, they will be added in this whitepaper to 

break down the functions, payouts and staking.  We do this as the market is very competitive and to 

drive interest in the game pre-launch. 

Game prize fund 

There will be three types of game funding: 

Decentralized Staking 
This will be a treasury contract address used for games where players win or lose directly from the 
gaming treasury; consider this the “House” in casino terms.  $KBNC holders can stake their funds 
into the game treasury and receive any profit this fund generates straight to their funding wallet 
address as a reward.  This amount will be a % based on their contribution to the fund against the 
total held in the treasury contract.   
 
Player Pools 
These will be games where players entries are collected then distributed to the winners of the 
games.  An example of this is a lottery where there are prizes for a jackpot and smaller prizes for the 
other winning category’s e.g.  
6 numbers = jackpot fund pool;  
5 numbers = 5 number fund pool;   
4 numbers = 4 number fund pool 
 
Head 2 Head 
Two players compete against one another, and the winner takes the prize, e.g. heads up poker – one 
player wins, the other player loses. 
 
 
KobanCoins Tokens / “Tokenomics” 

We minted 10,000,000,000 $KBNC tokens – Hard Supply (No more $KBNC can be created) 

We provided $10,000 of liquidity and matched it on DEX Pancakeswap with 10,000,000,000 $KBNC 

tokens. 

$10,000 BUSD x 10,000,000,000 $KBNC 



 

                                                                              

10,000,000,000 $KBNC – 100% allocation to Pancakeswap 
0% Burned 
0% Presale 
0% Private Sale 
0% Transaction Tax 
 
Verify  

Contract - https://bscscan.com/address/0x9a245c80b4a37661dd048a020b35ab06825eedd3 

Liquidity Lockup 

We locked up Pancakeswap liquidity for two years 

Lockup - https://team.finance/view-

coin/0x9A245c80B4A37661dD048a020b35AB06825eeDD3?name=KobanCoins&symbol=KBNC 

 

RoadMap 

 

Q2 2021 

Create KobanCoins Token $KBNC - Complete 
Create Website & social media - Complete 
Launch Token on PancakeSwap - Complete 
Lock PancakeSwap liquidity – Complete 

Q3 2021 

Smart Contract Audits - Ongoing 
Launch new gaming platform website - Ongoing 
Launch KobanCoins Prize Draw app – Ongoing 
 
Q4 2021 
 
Launch KobanCoins roulette app with staking 
Launch KobanCoins slot game app with staking 
 
Q1 2022 
 
Launch Wheel of fortune app with staking 
Launch Hangman app with prize pool 
 
Q2 2022 
 
Launch Blackjack app with staking 
Launch NFT collectable game 

https://team.finance/view-coin/0x9A245c80B4A37661dD048a020b35AB06825eeDD3?name=KobanCoins&symbol=KBNC
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x9A245c80B4A37661dD048a020b35AB06825eeDD3?name=KobanCoins&symbol=KBNC

